Instructions of MAD for remounting the vehicle

In order to make more efficient use of space, when our vehicle is packaged and transported, some parts are not installed, so you need to do simple assembly by yourself. The installation process is as follows:

Step 1: open the packing box and confirm whether the installation parts are missing.

seat support

seat cushion

mannul
Step 2: reset the steering column

The resetting of the steering column is also very simple, just to fix the steering column on the board. The following steps can be followed.
As shown in the picture below, when open the parking, the steering column fixing bolt, gasket, spring pad and nut are through the upper plate.

First remove the bolts and nuts and place the steering column upright on the upper plate of the column.

Then position the quick release. As shown in mark 2 below, the quick release button should be stuck to the corresponding hole position of the steering column. Don’t lock the quick release too hard.
Then, use the removed bolt to go through the steering column and upper plate of the column, add the gasket and the spring pad, then tighten the nut, as shown in the figure below.

Finally, tighten the quick release.
Attention: When installing the steering column, do not pull the cable too much to avoid damaging the cable and joint, causing failure.

Step 3: reset the handlebar

The unpacking state of the handlebar is shown below. It’s easy to reset it when you use it. Hold the handle sleeve and turn the handle upward to a horizontal position. The spring installed on the handle will lock it automatically.
After resetting, it turns to be like figure below.

Step 4: mount the seat cushion

Insert the mounting bracket tube of the seat cushion into the corresponding position of the seat support as shown in the figure below. Adjust the quick release shown in mark 1 to tighten. When adjust the height of the seat cushion, you will have to operate the quick
release too.

Step 5: install the seat

The mounting of the seat cushion shall first remove the seat cushion lock nut as shown in mark 3 from the body of the vehicle.
Then install the seat cushion on the sleeve as shown in figure 4. The base hole passes through the retaining bolt as shown below.
Finally, screw the cushion lock nut. It turns to be like figure below.

Step 6: connect the cable

When MAD is packed, most of the electrical wiring has been connected. Only the wire of battery, speed limit, taillight and rear license lamp have not been connected, so you have to connect them by yourself. The method is very simple. You only need to
connect the corresponding electrical interface. They are all very easy to tell as shown below.

1. battery interface
2. speed limit interface
3. horn interface
4. taillight interface
5. Rear license lamp interface
Connect all the wires and hide the joints under the foot pedal.

After completing the above 6 steps, the installation of the vehicle will be completed. but you cannot use it immediately at this time. There are still a few works to be done.

1. Insert the fuse.

The above figure shows the battery fuse interface 1 and the type of fuse. The fuse is placed in the toolkit as shown in the picture below. The toolkit is placed under the foot pedal of MAD, and other tools are
available. As is shown blow.

2. Charge the battery before riding.

Attention: the battery is not fully activated when it comes out of the factory, so the electricity cannot be used up when it is used at the beginning. When there is a red light, the MAD should be stopped and charged. After repeated charging and discharging for 4 times, the battery can be fully activated, and then it can be used normally.
Have a good time!